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Abstract 
In this paper, we will present a cryptanalysis of CRUSH hash structure. Surprisingly, our attack could find 
pre-image for any desired length of internal message. Time complexity of this attack is completely 
negligible. We will show that the time complexity of finding a pre-image of any length is O(1). In this 
attack, an adversary could freely find a pre-image with the length of his own choice for any given message 
digits. We can also find second pre-image, collision, multi-collision in the same complexity with our 
attack. 
In this paper, we also introduce a stronger variant of the algorithm, and show that an adversary could still 
be able to produce collisions for this stronger variant of CRUSH hash structure with a time complexity 
less than a Birthday attack.  

 

Keywords: CRUSH hash structure, Hash function, Collision, Pre-image, Second pre-
image, Multi-collision attack.  

 

1. Introduction 
 

Hash functions are used widely as a cryptographic primitive for generating digital signatures and 
message authentication codes. Each cryptographic hash functions should satisfy some security criteria. 
The main security requirement for a hash function is its collision freeness. Informally, it means that no 
attacker should be able to find a pair of different messages M and M’ leading to equal hash values. 
Moreover, hash functions with output block length smaller than 160 bits are nowadays considered as 
insecure, due to general birthday attack. 
In practice, building a cryptographic function with an input of variable size is not a simple task. Most 
hash functions are based on an iterated construction that makes use of a compression function, whose 
inputs have fixed sizes. A well-known family of such a construction are MDx hash function family, 
including MD4 [1], MD5 [2], and SHA [3]. The principle behind this structure is that if there is a 
computationally collision-free function f  from m bits to n bits, where n < m [ 4] then there is a 
collision-free hash function h mapping a message of arbitrary polynomial length to a k-bit string. Due to 
Merkle-Damg°ard theorem, it is claimed that if IV is fixed and if the padding procedure includes the 
length of the input into the padding bits, then h is collision-resistant if f  is collision-resistant [4,5]. 
Hence, it has been generally thought that the problem of designing a collision-resistant hash function has 
been reduced to the problem of designing a collision-resistant compression function. However, the multi-
collision attack[6] and the multi-block differential collision attack on MD5, SHA-0 and SHA-1 [7-9] 
indicates that a collision-resistant compression function is not a sufficient condition of a collision- 
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resistant hash function, but only a necessary condition. It means that a secure and collision- resistant hash 
function will be based not only on a collision-resistant compression function, but also on a collision-
resistant structure.  
In Cryptographic Algorithms and their Uses 2004 conference, Praveen Gauravaram et al. proposed a new 
[10] hash schema called CRUSH based on iterated halving (IH) as a new approach for creating hash 
function. They believed that their proposed schema would offer a good trade off between security and 
efficiency. This class of algorithms may be instantiated with any reduced round block cipher which 
allows a subtle security/performance tradeoff. They have described good characteristics for their new 
structure.  
In this paper, we will show that their proposed schema could not satisfy any of the described 
characteristics. Our studies show that the proposed algorithm is strongly week in fact. In our attack, an 
adversary can determine the pre-image for any hash value with a time complexity of O(1). The strength 
of algorithm against second pre-image attack is not better than pre-image. To enhance CRUSH, we 
propose to modify its B function. We show that this change makes this algorithm more secure, but not 
perfect. 
This paper is organized as following. Section 2 is a brief description of CRUSH hash function. Section 3 
describes our attack for finding pre-image, second pre-image and collision for this structure. In section 4, 
we discuss on different variant of algorithm and its security properties. Conclusions will be presented in 
section 5.  

2. CRUSH Hash Structure 
The CRUSH hash structure can be considered as a general hash function construction. This structure is 
illustrated in figures 1 and 2. To build an n-bit hash function, it employs a bijective function B, which is 
hence a reversible function. This function could be any 128-bit block cipher. According to [10], this 
function can also be seen as { } { } { }128196128 1,01,01,0 →×  mapping. CRUSH structure might be 
considered as a modified CBC mode application of a block cipher. While CBC mode converts a 
sequence of input blocks into an equal length sequence of output blocks, CRUSH structure modifies its 
input and only half of each output block is kept as data. The process of halving the output block can be 
repeated until only one block is yielded. Hence, m2  block encryptions is performed in this process, 
where m  is the total number of 128-bit blocks obtained after the padding operation. Another difference 
with CBC is the application of the other half of each output block as input to a Bijection Selection 
Component (BSC). If n-bit message digests are needed, it is produced by truncating the iterated halving 
process up to the state with down to n bits. Figure 1 shows the overall idea of IH, while the proposed 
structure for the halving stage is shown in Figure 2, according to [10]. 
For creating message digests with CRUSH, an initialization operation must first be performed. For this 
purpose, the 256-bit initial value of the BSC is set to a fixed constant. The four blocks are set to 
following values: 
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Similar to other hash schemes, CRUSH requires a padding function P, which is included in the pre-
processing step. The standard preprocessing step involves padding the original message M to a multiple 
of 64-bits (which is half the block size of B) and inserting a coded presentation of ( )Hlen  and ( )Mlen  
in the last block, where ( )Hlen  is the length of desired message digest and ( )Mlen is the length of 
message before the padding operation. The padded message consists of the original message appended 
with a single bit ‘1’ followed by a number of ‘0’ bits as required. For short messages, some necessary 



half-blocks of zeroes are inserted to ensure the padded message contains at least fourteen half-blocks of 
64-bits each. Then, the padded message is completed by appending a final half-block of forty-four 0 bits, 
20-bit HLEN field which specifies the length of the desired message digest and a 64-bit MLEN field 
which specifies the length of the original or unpadded message. 
After the pre-processing stage, the Iterated Halving process is performed. For each stage, i = 0 to D-1 , 
and for each pair of input data of half-blocks, { }M , the value of ( )122 ,,3,2,1 += iiiiiii DDfffFyx  is 
calculated, where 2,1 ff  and 3f  are Boolean functions and are operated on previous values of x. Half-
blocks of y are stored to become the input message for the next stage. These functions are defined as 
below: 
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for every stage. When the number of input blocks is not even, there will be only a single block remained 
for processing at the end of the stage. In this case the Bijection Selection half-block 2−ix is copied and 
used as 12 +iD at the final input for the stage. The current value of the key-feedback half-blocks 
{ }3,..., −ii xx  is retained among the stages, as the initial value of the data for the next stage. 
After stage D, the Iterated Halving process is terminated and the last stored set of y values, e.g. the most 
recently generated 256-bits, is used as the final hash output. Unlike MDx hash schemes, there is no 
global feedforward addition for this hash structure.  
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Figure 1. Iterated Halving (IH), it is a multi-stage compression process without any global feedforward. 
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Figure 2. The CRUSH compresses function. 

Without loss of generality, we assume that B is a secure block cipher of { } { } { }128196128 1,01,01,0 →× , and 
denote it as B. Obviously, this is the strongest version of CRUSH. If there is any attack to this structure, 
it could be applied to the original CRUSH scheme with its described B function. Figure 3 illustrates the 
generalized CRUSH hash structure. 
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Figure 3. Generalized CRUSH hash structure. 

3. Attack on CRUSH 
According to the definition of B function, the value of ( )122 ,,3,2,1 += iiiiiii DDfffFyx . B function is 

a bijective function and hence a reversible one. Considering iii fff 3,2,1  definitions, if an adversary 

determines iiiii xyxxx ,,,, 321 −−− , he can apply 1−F  to obtain 122 , +ii DD  , where 1−F  is the inverse of F : 

( )iiiiiii yxfffFDD ,,3,2,11
122

−
+ =  

If B is a block cipher, then we may do following assignments: 
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It can be shown that CRUSH Hash Structure is vulnerable to pre-image attack, second pre-image attack, 
and collision attack. Lemmas 1 to 3 prove these claims. 
 
Lemma 1: CRUSH hash structure is vulnerable to pre-image attack, where the time complexity of attack 
is ( )1O . 
 



Proof: Our attack scheme is rather easy. To obtain a pre-image, an adversary should do the operations in 
the reverse order. He starts with Y  and tries to find a message M  in such a way that ( ) YMH = , where 
H  is the CRUSH hash structure. The adversary should define the original padded message length of his 

choice, where we show it by ( )Mlen . The depth of IH process is calculated as 
( )
( )Hlen
MlenD 2log≤  , when 

D is rounded up to the next integer, where ( )Hlen  is the number of bits of the hash value. minD  have to 
be greater than two. Given the minimum ( )Hlen  of 256 bits, a lower bound of 1024 bits is imposed on 

( )Mlen . The padded message of minimum length can be shown as below: 

1510 ... MMMM =  

Where, iM  is a message block with 64 bits length . According to CRUSH hash structure: 
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If an adversary requires to find a pre-image for a given message digest Y  , he sets the values for 

2724 ,..., DD  in such a way that: 

2561972719612926128652564124 ,,, −−−− ==== YDYDYDYD  
Where jil YD −=  denotes that the content of registerY , from ith bit through jth bit, is copied to register D. 

He should guess 110 ,..., xx , while 41,..., −− xx  are assigned the prefixed values. For each stage of CRUSH, 
the adversary calculates 023 ,...,DD  as follows: 

( ) ( )( ).,321, 11
122 iiiiiiiiii yxfffBCkBDDP −−

+ ===  
To follow the operations between stages, he must retain the current value of the key feedback half blocks 

3,..., −ii xx  as the initial value of data for the next stage. After appropriate processing, he obtains the pre-
image for a given message digest as: 

70150 ...... PPMM =  
Table 1 shows how the adversary obtains these values. For finding a pre-image message with another 
length, only the number of stages is changed. In this way, an adversary may find infinite number of pre-
images for a given ( )MH . The complexity of generating each pre-image is exactly one CRUSH 
operation, but with the use of 1−B  instead of B . Since in most block ciphers 1−B  is as computationally 
complex as B , the complexity of finding pre-image is ( )1O . 
 
Lemma 2: CRUSH hash structure is vulnerable to second pre-image attack with the time complexity 
of ( )1O . 
 



Proof: The procedure of finding a second pre-image is rather similar to what we have done for finding a 
pre-image. Assume that an adversary with a given message M  and its related message digest Y  desires 
to obtain MM ≠′  where ( ) ( )MHMH =′ . For this purpose he can run the following algorithm: 
 
1. Calculate the message digest Y  so that ( )MHY = .  
2. Suggest values for x to be used in the pre-image obtaining procedure. 
3. Use the discussed procedure to obtain pre-image and find M ′ , the pre-image forY . 
4. If MM =′ , change the suggested values for x and repeat 3rd step of algorithm. 
5. Output the  M ′  as the M  second pre-image. 
 
The time complexity of this algorithm is related to 3rd step. Since the probability of 4th step satisfaction is 
completely low, adversary can hope to win in the first running of 3rd step, otherwise he will win in 
negligible number of running the algorithm. So, the time complexity of this attack is ( )1O . 
 
 

Table 1: Calculations for the minimum length pre-image for the given value of ( )MHY = . 
Stage step Known guess Computation output 

1 2711 Dy =  117 ,..., xx ( )( )1111111111
1

2322 ,321 yxfffBDD −=  2322 , DD  

2 109872610 ,,, xxxxDy =  6x  ( )( )1010101010
1

2120 ,321 yxfffBDD −=  2120 , DD  

3 9876259 ,,,, xxxxDy =  5x  ( )( )99999
1

1918 ,321 yxfffBDD −=  1918, DD  
2 

4 8765248 ,,,, xxxxDy =  4x  ( )( )88888
1

1716 ,321 yxfffBDD −=  1716 , DD  

5 7654237 ,,,, xxxxDy =  3x  ( )( )77777
1

1514 ,321 yxfffBDD −=  1514 , DD  

6 6543226 ,,,, xxxxDy =  2x  ( )( )66666
1

1312 ,321 yxfffBDD −=  1312 , DD  

7 5432215 ,,,, xxxxDy =  1x  ( )( )55555
1

1110 ,321 yxfffBDD −=  1110 , DD  

8 4321204 ,,,, xxxxDy =  0x  ( )( )44444
1

98 ,321 yxfffBDD −=  98 , DD  

9 32101193 ,,,,, xxxxxDy −=  - ( )( )33333
1

76 ,321 yxfffBDD −=  76 , DD  

10 21012182 ,,,,, xxxxxDy −−=  - ( )( )22222
1

54 ,321 yxfffBDD −=  54, DD  

11 10123171 ,,,,, xxxxxDy −−−=  - ( )( )11111
1

32 ,321 yxfffBDD −=  32, DD  

1 

12 01234160 ,,,,, xxxxxDy −−−−=  - ( )( )00000
1

10 ,321 yxfffBDD −=  10, DD  

 
 
Lemma 3: CRUSH hash structure is vulnerable to collision attack with the complexity of ( )1O . 
 
Proof: The procedure of finding a collision is similar to what we have done for finding a second pre-
image. Assume that an adversary desires to obtain M  and M ′  so that MM ≠′  and ( ) ( )MHMH =′ . 
For this purpose he just requires to select a message M  in random way and obtain MM ≠′ , a second 
pre-image related to it. Now he have a collided pair of messages which is M  and M ′ . 
 



Obviously, the attacker can use the discussed procedures in lemma 1 to lemma 3 to generate multi-pre-
image, multi-second pre-image, and multi-collision respectively in negligible time complexity.  
Surprisingly, all the procedures for finding the values of pre-image, second pre-image, and collision are 
deterministic. The only simplification is the elimination of the padding in the founded pre-image, second 
pre-image, and collision. Such simplifications are negligible in many attacks of this kind. 
Hence, we conclude that this hash structure is completely far from a random oracle required for hash 
definition. 

4. Modification of CRUSH  
To enhance CRUSH, we propose to change B function from a bijective function to a random oracle. We 
show that this modification makes this structure more secure, but not as perfectly as required secure. If 
we consider B function as a { } { } { }128196128 1,01,01,0 →×  mapping, we also show that it could not be 
secure for ( ) 128>Hlen . When B is a random oracle, since it is not a reversible function any more, the 
previous attacks could not be applied to CRUSH.  
 
Definition 1: A random oracle is a theoretical black box that responds to every query with a (truly) 
random response chosen uniformly from its output domain, except that for any specific query, it responds 
the same way every time it receives that query. 
 
The following Lemma gives an upper bound for the output length of this modified structure, which we 
call it M-CRUSH. 
 
Lemma 4: M-CRUSH hash structure is immune against a collision attack for at most ( ) 128≤Hlen . For 
a longer output, the adversary could find collisions in a time complexity less than that of birthday attack. 
 
Proof: Consider M-CRUSH definition. It is similar to CRUSH. The only difference with CRUSH is in B 
mapping being a random oracle instead of a bijective function in the original CRUSH. If an adversary 
could find two different pairs of message blocks 10101010 DDMMandDDMM ′′=′′= in such a way 
that: 

( ) ( )100001000000 ,,3,2,1,,3,2,1 DDfffFDDfffFyx ′′== , 
then, he could find a collision. For example, he wants to create a collision with minimum length of 
message. He sets 15210 ... MMMMM =  and 15210 ... MMMMM ′′=′ . Since the initial value for 

30 ,..., −xx  is remained the same for this messages and 1111 yyandxx ′=′= , all internal states for these 
two messages are the same, and therefore the final output would be equal. The computational complexity 
of finding this collision is related to the first part of attack, i.e., finding those two messages block in such 
a way that 1111 yyandxx ′=′=  satisfied. Since B is a random oracle function, and x and y have the same 
length of 64-bit, the time complexity of finding this collision is ( )642O , which is proportional to a 128-
bit length hash function. 
 
Lemma 5 shows that this enhanced structure is vulnerable to multicollision attack and complexity of 

finding k2 -way collision is ( )642kO  which far from expected value from birthday attack
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Lemma 5: M-CRUSH hash scheme with hash value longer than 64-bit is vulnerable to multi-collision 
attack.  



 
Proof: Consider M-CRUSH definition. To find a multi-collision on this structure, the adversary can run 
the following algorithm: 
 
1. for i=1 to k do: 

a. Find two different pairs of message blocks 

iiiiiiii DDMMandDDMM 22122122122 ′′=′′= +++ in such a way that: 

( ) ( )122122 ,,3,2,1,,3,2,1 ++ ′′== iiiiiiiiiiii DDfffFDDfffFyx , 
b. The x half-block of output is used to update BSC component values, 
c. The y half-block is saved for the next stage of Iterated Halving, 

2. Do padding process and attach HLEN and MLEN, 
3. Do ordinary Iterated Halving processes down to the message digest length, in the remaining stages, 
4. Output the k2  messages of the form ( )Paddingmmm k ,,...,, 21 , where im  is one of the two blocks of 

122 +ii MM  or 122 +′′ ii MM . 
 
Clearly, these k2 different messages built as above all yield the same final value. The time complexity of 
this attack is related to 1st step of the attack which is ( )642kO . Hence the structure is secure against multi-
collision for hash values up to 64-bit.  

5  Conclusion 
In this paper, we have shown that finding pre-image, second pre-image, and collision on CRUSH Hash 
Structure is possible in time complexity of ( )1O . We proved that attacker could find infinite number of 
pre-images or second pre-images for a given length of his choice. Obviously, the proposed hash structure 
is completely vulnerable. 
We also showed that if we modify B function of this structure to a random oracle, it makes the hash 
structure much stronger and it can be immune against our proposed attacks for output length up to 128 
bits, but it is still vulnerable to a multi-collision attack.  
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